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Jessyca Wilcox
Rocky Mountain JETAA (US 10)
treasurer@rmjetalumni.org
I respectfully submit my platform for JETAA USA Country Representative:
JET Involvement:
• ALT, Hokkaido 2003-2006
• TIEC (local JTE-ALT professional educators group) President, 2005-2006
• Active member RMJETAA since 2006
• RMJETAA Treasurer 2008-2010 (present)
• JET Program Coordinator, Japanese Consulate (Denver) 2008-present
Personal Background:
After returning from JET in fall of 2006, I quickly sought out my local JETAA chapter and immediately got involved.
Although it was too late for me to hold a formal position, I became an active member, regularly attending
meetings and taking part in the planning and supporting of activities. Once my schedule allowed, I became a
board member, taking on the position of Treasurer. After attending the past two National Conferences, I have
become inspired to get involved with JETAA on a different plane.
My professional position as JET Program Coordinator at the Japanese Consulate in Denver, allows me to be a
part of the current inner workings and evolution of the JET Program while simultaneously working with the
Alumni Association to increase connectivity and support on all levels. The support is a t wo way streetproviding support for both outgoing and returning JETs while keeping the alumni involved. That I have kept JET
as a personal and professional focus proves my dedication to the success of all things JET-related.
Successful Accomplishments for RM JETAA:
• increased chapter budget
• created a comprehensive member database
• distinctly strengthened the relationship between the local Consulate and RMJETAA
• increased the connectivity bet ween RMJET alumni and outgoing JETs
• spearheaded the fortification and revision of chapter bylaws
• initiated creation of sub-chapters in our region (still in the works!)
Skills and Experience Applicable to JETAA USA
• My experience with and understanding of GIA and MOFA funding will be an asset to our national
organization. I would like to be in a position to provide support to other chapters and help bridge the gap
between CLAIR NY and local chapters in streamlining the funding process. I believe that accountability
and transparency is important and they need to be maintained in a way that is feasible for chapter
officers to uphold while still running their local chapters effectively. Funding is such a large part of each
chapter’s success, that it seems necessary to have a CR that is comfortable and well-versed in this
area.
•

Because of my professional placement, I am able to liaise between JETAA, MOFA and CLAIR Tokyo/ NY
easily, thus strengthening our communicative ties. Although inter-chapter communication is critical and
should be fostered, communications on the next level up- between JETAA USA and the organizations
that support us are equally as essential and I can provide that bridge.

•

My attention to detail and organizational skills will be of service to JETAA USA. Any successful team
benefits from having that one person who truly enjoys the challenge of keeping things organized, on
schedule and the details that can be so culturally important at the forefront. These skills can help to build
and keep a strong foundation for our national organization and bolster good relations with our contacts
at CLAIR and MOFA and JETAAi.

In moving JETAA USA for ward, I would like to build on the initiatives and goals that both Ryan and Shree have
w orked to put in place during their tenure in office. JETAA is an ever-evolving organization and therefore I
expect our goals and initiatives to continually develop and gro w. With this in mind, I pledge to support the needs
of JETAA USA on both the chapter/ local level and on the national level.
I believe that our organization is a valuable one and serves the JETAA community well. As a CR, I believe my job
w ould be to continually challenge our team to improve it piece by piece. JETAA requires the time and energy of
many individuals to make it successful. Our success thus far is proof that we do provide a purposeful value to
JET alumni, departing JETs and the greater communities of which we are a part.
I am excited about the opportunity to continue serving our community and contribute to the future value and
success of JETAA USA.
よろしく

お願いします！

